Barriers and opportunities for implementation of adaptive designs in pharmaceutical product development.
This review discusses barriers to implementing adaptive designs in a pharmaceutical R&D environment and provides recommendations on how to overcome challenges. A summary of findings from a survey conducted through PhRMA's working group on adaptive designs is followed by a report based on our experience as statistical and clinical consultants to project teams charged with establishing the clinical development strategy for investigational compounds and interested in applying innovative approaches. Adaptive designs require additional work in that clinical trial simulations are needed to develop the design. Some project teams, due to time and resource constraints, are unable to invest the additional effort required to conduct necessary scenario analyses of options through simulation. We recommend formally integrating the planning time for scenario analyses and to incentivize optimal designs (e.g., designs offering the highest information value per resource unit invested). Regardless of the trial design ultimately chosen, quantitatively comparing alternative trial design options through simulation will enable earlier and better decision making in the context of the overall clinical development plan. Adhering to 'Good Adaptive Practices' will be key to achieving this goal. Implementing adaptive designs efficiently requires top-down and bottom- up support and the willingness to invest into integrated process and information technology infrastructures. Success is conditional on the willingness of the R&D environment to embrace the implementation of adaptive designs as a Change Management Initiative in the spirit of the Critical Path of the Food and Drug Administration.